
!"#$%&$'()$*)+$,&-$.&$'/012
The Great Bliss Melody and Dance of Gesar Ling

(#$34$%4$56$7"+$8')'1$+"22
First, the invocation:
.&1$91$0:#$'8"$5"($.*&0$0"12
Moved by heartfelt devotion and gratitude, 
,'$';-$<"$<"#$(08$'8"$=.12
With a peaceful and joyful attitude,
>+$8?,$@#1$38"$(7#1$A$B2
Lyrical as a goddess’s song,
C$+"$8("$A,$D#$',$72
In this way, sing along:

EF2 E$-&$G$-$E$H&$52 E$H&$52
."$I)$1)#$*)+$J$5"$+&,$B22
Sublime one, divine jewel Ling Gesar,
(K$D$L),$.8"$(M#$(#$'N1$O)2
Joined by a retinue of all extraordinary forces,
'0$P&$0Q"$7"+$R"'1$1)$7&+$+12
Come to this place with delight and dignity!
051$K-$J$5"$%&$-$0/01$S&0
Seated to the right are the divine dancers.
T&$U($(38$'486$7"+$*)+$T&'$S&0
All male heroes descend and give blessing. 

E$H&$52    E$H&$52
Ahoya! Ahoya!

B$5"1$T$*)+$'I)($3$."$V"(2
A son never forgets his father.
#1$+"$."$'I)($01&-$'$8()'1$1&2
I never forget you and pray to you wholeheartedly.



5"($-$1)#$*)+$U-$3&$P+$+12
By remembering you in this moment, King Gesar,
W#$38"$%&$(#$-0$38"$0,$X'12
We leap and unfold our arms in the flow of dance
#0$0"$0:#$(7#1$J#$J#$Y&0$+2
Our voices break out in devotional song. 
.Z)+$38"$="$.$01-$'8"$J$V12
Sublime heir: your wisdom is as brilliant as the sun.
'[)$'8"$\$'$U1$38"$."$I)2
Leader of all: your love is as expansive and complete as the full moon.
7"+$]'1$!&0$A,$^,$'8"$1)#$*)+2
Your blessing arrives as quickly as lightening, King Gesar!
;$I)$(&+$_'$L),$.$(`,$3&2
Great One, Jewel of Extraordinary Forces,
8a.$38"$<-$,1$X&+$-$7&+$S&02
Please show your beautifully smiling face, come here!
>+$38"$0b#$(7#1$Y&01$-$7&+$S&02
Please sing in your lyrical voice, come here!
(c)1$38"$d01$e"1$(0&#1$-$7&+$S&02
Please happily and compassionately hold us in your mind, come here!
7"+$]'1$'f$g01$X&+$-$7&+$S&02
Please show us the signs of blessing, come here! 
h"+$-1$7"+$*)+$T&'$-$7&+$S&02
Please take action by descending to bless us, come here!

E$H&$52 E$H&$52
Ahoya! Ahoya!

i1$#0$5"($0b.$.*&($3$8B-$+2
By offering you my body, speech and mind,
.$05)-$d01$I)1$(0&#1$S"0$+&,$B2



Look unwavering from your great compassion, Precious One.
T$5"1$B$()$'I)($3$."$V"(2
A father never forgets his son.
.$'I)($5&($+$($A$T)'1$S&0
Since you haven’t forgotten us, please come now!
T)'1$+1$'j$S"1$7"+$]'1$.kl($N"0
Provide all wonderful things and blessings! 

E$H&$52 E$H&$52
Ahoya! Ahoya!

-)G$@+$(#$348m2
The first chapter is complete.

n ()$+1$B($.)($o.1$e"1$+"22
Now, the women dancers join
C$+"$8("$'<"+$D#$',$722
And in this way sing along:

EF$X&#$="($J$.&$*&1$e"$.@p$.q22
Goddess of Emptiness, Queen Ocean of Dharma,
.$@l01$.r8$8K486$8r&,$(#$'N1$O)22
The entire assembly of dakinis 
'0$P&$0Q"$7"+$R"'1$1)$7&+$S&0
Come to this place with delight and dignity!
05&+$K-$J$5"$%&$-$'/01$S&02
Seated to the left are the divine dancers.
.&$s($.kt1$38"$7"+$*)+$T&'1$T&'$S&02
All female enchanting ones descend and give blessing.
B$.&1$E$.$'I)($3$."$V"(2
A daughter never forgets her mother.
#1$+"$."$'I)($01&-$'$8()'1$1&2



I never forget you and pray to you wholeheartedly.
5"($-$u#1$v+$w$ "̀$P+$+12
By remembering you in this moment, dakinis,
W#$38"$%&$(#$-0$38"$0,$X'12
We leap and unfold our arms in the flow of dance
#0$0"$0:#$(7#1$J#$J#$Y&0$+2
My voice breaks out in devotional song.
.Z)+$38"$="$.$01-$'8"$.r8$8K&2
Sublime dakinis: your wisdom is as brilliant as the sun.
'[)$'8"$\$'$U1$38"$x.$*)+2
Great mothers of all: your love is as expansive and complete as the full moon.
7"+$]'1$!&0$A,$^,$'8"$u#1$v+22
Your blessing arrives as quickly as lightening, sublime women!
(c)1$x.$'j$S"1$01#$'8"$J$.&22
Joyful and wondrous ladies, sacred goddesses, 
8a.$38"$<-$,1$X&+$-$7&+$S&02
Please show your beautifully smiling faces, come here!
>+$38"$0b#$(7#1$Y&01$-$7&+$S&02
Please sing in your lyrical voices, come here!
(c)1$38"$d01$e"1$(0&#1$-$7&+$S&02
Please happily and compassionately hold us in your minds, come here!
7"+$]'1$'f$g01$X&+$-$7&+$S&02
Please show us the signs of blessing, come here! 
h"+$-1$7"+$*)+$T&'$-$7&+$S&02
Please take action by descending to bless us, come here!
i1$#0$5"($0b.$.*&($3$8B-$+2
By offering you my body, speech and mind,
.$05)-$d01$I)1$(0&#1$S"0$Y&-$.2
Look unwavering from your great compassion, Noble Tara!
.$5"1$B$.&$'I)($3$."$V"(2
A mother never forgets her daughter.



.$'I)($5&($+$($A$T)'1$S&0
Since you haven’t forgotten us, please come now!
T)'1$+1$'j$S"1$7"+$]'1$.kl($N"0
Provide all wonderful things and blessings!

E$H&$52 E$H&$52
Ahoya! Ahoya!

<)1$1&22
()$+1$.*&($N"#$'X&($38"$C2
Singing with praise, make offerings.
T4$.m$Z($.)($N"$'(),$D#122
Men and women, singing together freely, 
'j$S"1$(,$c"$8y#1$8z-$R&0122
Holding streamers for the dance,
{)0$N"#$8a.$38"$|-$c"1$+"22
Beautifully and elegantly they smile, 
5"($8h&0$#0$0"1$D#$',$72 2
Melodiously they sing:

}~ ;$I)$1)#$*)+$5"($'<"+$+&,$B22
Ah! Great King Gesar, wish-fulfilling jewel, 
[$0b.$(K$D8"$�"+$(M#$8�"01$322
Surrounded by spiritual masters, male and female enlightened ones, and guardians, 
'()$*)+$u#1$v+$w$ "̀8"$@l01$(#$22
The great bliss dakinis gather
(c)1$'<($*01$38"$=.1$8?,$054$<6#$22
With joyful laughter and captivating expressions!

E$-$-$H&2 E$-$-$H&2
Ah lala ho! Ah lala ho!



7"+$]'1$'Q"$7"+$8',$',$'/01$-22
Remain with powerful blessings!
8(",$@l01$(($�+$'(0$N0$o.1$e"122
We the devoted are gathered together here.
0+1$i1$-&#1$�&($.*&($3,$8B-$+22
We offer our bodies and possessions, all that we have,
'[)$'8"$d01$e"1$'<)1$3,$.kl($N"022
Please happily accept them all!

E$-$-$H&2 E$-$-$H&2
Ah lala ho! Ah lala ho!

.kt1$.kt1$i1$e"$%&$0,$X#1$X'122
Beautiful, the bodies that dance!
>+$>+$#0$0"$C$(7#1$8?,$�02
Melodious, the voices that sing!
:#$:#$1).1$e"$(($91$0:#$�0122
Gratitude the mind of devotion expresses!
5#$5#$1)#$*)+$I)$-$.*&($(&22
Again and again, we offer to Great King Gesar!

E$-$-$H&2 E$-$-$H&2
Ah lala ho! Ah lala ho!

�&+$@t$1),$3&$H&,$c"$1$+12
Long ago, from the Mongol empire, 
X&#$="($.0,$'Q8$*&1$e"$Y&-$.12
The emptiness consort Chokyi Dolma
(K$D8"$;$*1$Z)($-$01&-$'122
Helped to prepare and put on the armor of King Gesar 
'X+$(K$d-$'8"$g)+$8%)-$8K"01$1&#$22



So that all was wondrously aligned to defeat negative forces!

E$-$-$H&2 E$-$-$H&2
Ah lala ho! Ah lala ho!

�&+$@t$u#1$v+$.r8$8K486$@l01$(#$22
Long ago, the gathering of remarkable dakinis and
J$�$."$5"$P)01$�+$o.1$e"122
Goddesses, nagas and humans altogether,
�$@l01$�1$.*&0$Z)($-$�-$'122
Made various offerings
h"+$-1$�+$8_'$g)+$8%)-$8K"01$1&#$22
So that all was wondrously aligned for natural accomplishments!

E$-$-$H&2 E$-$-$H&2
Ah lala ho! Ah lala ho!

()$'<"+$($A$.&1$�+$#)($e"122
Like that, right now, all devoted ones among us, 
(K$D8"$;$*1$g)+$8%)-$�1$.*&02
We offer Gesar’s regalia as a symbol of everything extraordinary and
�$@l01$�"+$A,$0O"'1$38"$.*&($3122
Make various offerings that gather like clouds in the sky.
(K$D$L),$.8"$(B$8T#$'X&($+2
We praise and show gratitude to the enlightened guardians! 

E$-$-$H&2 E$-$-$H&2
Ah lala ho! Ah lala ho!

8a.$8a.$�+$c"1$0Q"01$-$'<)1$S"02



Enjoy, look and smile on us! 
(c)1$(c)1$d01$e"1$(0&#1$-$'<)1$S"02
Enjoy and happily care for us!
7.1$7.1$T$.$A$B8"$|-$c"122
As loving as a parent,
5#$5#$.0&+$�'1$�&#$K&01$.kl($N"02
Again and again, help and protect us!

E$-$-$H&2 E$-$-$H&2
Ah lala ho! Ah lala ho!

%4$-�G$@+$0="1$38&2
The second chapter is complete.

n ()$+1$�$@l01$h"+$-1$%&2
Action of the Dance
(38$'I"($�.$38"$|-$c"1$'�#$22
Dance as a hero, with dignity and power,
(K$D8"$*1$1.$0#$.kt1$b22
Wearing Gesar’s armor and beautiful insignia,
8�"01$-$Q"-$*)$>+$38"$(7#122
With great splendor and lyrical melody
,"0$38"$'�-$/01$'N1$O)$D#$22
Sing with the dynamic energy of awareness!
��2 �&+$@t$8k.$!"#$+&,$B$(K$8:-2
Long ago, ruler of the world, King Gesar, jewel of the victorious,
(K$D8"$;$*1$;$-$.+'1$+122
Wore the armor of perfect dignity. 
':($(#$V"+$3&$8:-$:$0S)01$S"#$22
He went to tame negative and evil forces.
+0$y&01$H&,$':($0(+$-$'/01$@t22
When he defeated them and won the kingdom,
(K$D$L),$.8"$(.0$(M#$8:1$1&#$22



The forces of all enlightened guardians came together.
(K$D$L),$.8"$(.0$(M#$8:1$1&#$22
The force of all enlightened guardians came together.
8�.$(3-$o&+$3486$S)1$,'$,-$K"122
The sharp edge of wisdom, Manjusri’s sword,
�$�#$�$.8"$�$'$'S"0$+122
Eliminates the ego of ordinary, illusory body.
S$�0$(K$D8"$.*&($X&+$8c)($1&#$22
I offer the guardians this body and its five physical aspects. 
(K$D$(38$'8"$0#$U#1$'Y01$1&#$22
The heroic enlightened guardians resounded their victory cry!
(K$D$(38$'8"$0#$U#1$'Y01$1&#$22
The heroic enlightened guardians resounded their victory cry!
1$X)#$':($V"+$'X+$3$�'$1&#$22
The negative forces of this world were banished!
1$X)#$':($V"+$'X+$3$�'$1&#$22
The negative forces of this world were banished!
(`,$y&01$(08$'8"$U-$.@+$'Y)#1$1&#$22
The positive forces joyfully raised the banner of victory!
(`,$y&01$(08$'8"$U-$.@+$'Y)#1$1&#$22
The positive forces joyfully raised the banner of victory!
J$�1$�"($38"$%&$0,$'�#1$1&#$22
Gods and nagas danced in celebration!
J$�1$�"($38"$%&$0,$'�#1$1&#$22
Gods and nagas danced in celebration!
5#$N"0$8k.$!"#$J$5"$+&,$B22
Once again, ruler of the world, King Gesar, Divine Jewel,
(K$D8"$;$*1$;$-$.+'1$+122
Wore the armor of perfect dignity.
�$8z-$g$s0$.k($3$'X+$<"#$22
He majestically rode his horse.



,"+$*)+$01),$c"$�"$-$'/01$@t22
When he sat on the precious golden throne, 
(K$D$L),$.8"$(.0$(M#$8:1$1&#$22
The forces of all enlightened guardians came together.
(K$D$L),$.8"$(.0$(M#$8:1$1&#$22
The force of all enlightened guardians came together.
g$.*&0$,&-$3$('#$0"$#$,&22
The magnificent horse and its enchanting call,
'<($3$'U($e"1$(7#1$b$8@t,$'122
Each of its eight different laughters, 
�#$V"($8(&($(9$('#$:$'�1$+122
Everything wonderful in existence was magnetized by the sound.
(K$D$(c)1$38"$.*&($X&+$.k($1&#$22
All enlightened guardians enjoyed these offerings!
(K$D$(c)1$38"$.*&($X&+$.k($1&#$22
All enlightened guardians enjoyed these offerings!
1$X)#$':($V"+$'X+$3$�'$1&#$22
The negative forces of this world were banished!
1$X)#$':($V"+$'X+$3$�'$1&#$22
The negative forces of this world were banished!
(`,$y&01$(08$'8"$U-$.@+$'Y)#1$1&#$22
The positive forces joyfully raised the banner of victory!
J$�1$�"($38"$%&$0,$'�#1$1&#$22
Gods and nagas danced in celebration!
J$�1$�"($38"$%&$0,$'�#1$1&#$22
Gods and nagas danced in celebration!
5#$N"0$1)#$*)+$�)1$B$(&+$_'22
Once again, Great Lion Gesar, Exalted One,
(K$D8"$;$*1$;$-$.+'1$+122
Wore the armor of perfect dignity.



�$@l01$.k($38"$,&-$[)($#&.1$3122
He showed various achievements and great works 
.R8$'<"8"$*)$(9$*'$8&0$8a($@t22
When he took control from the four evil regimes.
(K$D$L),$.8"$(.0$(M#$8:1$1&#$22
The forces of all enlightened guardians came together.
(K$D$L),$.8"$(.0$(M#$8:1$1&#$22
The force of all enlightened guardians came together.
.d$X&'1$.|#1$3$.)($38"$J$.*&02
The extraordinary power of King Gesar
R&01$.)($f4$I�8"$�1$[-$�+$3122
Possesses immediate force and ability.
0#$8(&($8h"+$-1$,#$('#$'�,$+122
Any action is taken in full mastery.
(K$D$(c)1$38"$.*&($X&+$.k($1&#$22
All enlightened guardians enjoyed these offerings!
(K$D$(c)1$38"$.*&($X&+$.k($1&#$22
All enlightened guardians enjoyed these offerings!
1$X)#$':($V"+$'X+$3$�'$1&#$22
The negative forces of this world were banished!
1$X)#$':($V"+$'X+$3$�'$1&#$22
The negative forces of this world were banished!
(`,$y&01$(08$'8"$U-$.@+$'Y)#1$1&#$22
The positive forces joyfully raised the banner of victory!
(`,$y&01$(08$'8"$U-$.@+$'Y)#1$1&#$22
The positive forces joyfully raised the banner of victory!
J$�1$�"($38"$%&$0,$'�#1$1&#$22
Gods and nagas danced in celebration!
J$�1$�"($38"$%&$0,$'�#1$1&#$22
Gods and nagas danced in celebration!



5#$N"0$�)1$.*&0$0)$1,$U-$3&22
Once again, King Gesar, Exalted One,
'1.$8_'$'()$.*&0$+&,$B8"$T&$P#$22
In the Jeweled Palace of Great Blessing,
'j$S"1$01),$c"1$�"$-$'/01$O)22
Sat on the wondrous golden throne. 
(($(.$(0$3$8:1$38"$8r&,$-22
People with faith and principles gathered together.
,#$�#$*&1$;8"$(0&#1$3$0O($@t22
When Gesar remained in the ultimate aspect of enlightenment, 
.R&#$'$�+$v&+$!"#$(`,$x-$c"22
In the Land of Seeing All Wishes,
(38$d-$u#1$v+$8:1$38"$@l01$e"122
All heroes and noblewomen
,#$,"0$�+$'Q#$(0&#$3$.R&#$+122
Perceived that their own awareness is enlightenment and
8*"$.)($8&($i1$u#1$.$8_'$1&#$22
Achieved immortal clear rainbow body.
()$@t$[$0b.$�#$.8"$@l01$o.122
At that time, all spiritual masters, male and female enlightened ones, and protectors
5)$S)1$(K$D$L),$.8"$o.$3122
Appeared as extraordinary wisdom guardians and
#&$.@,$S"1$38"$0($U#1$'Y01$1&#$22
Granted amazing best wishes with their laughter!
#&$.@,$S"1$38"$0($U#1$'Y01$1&#$22
Granted amazing best wishes with their laughter!
1$X)#$':($V"+$'X+$3$�'$1&#$22
The negative forces of this world were banished!
1$X)#$':($V"+$'X+$3$�'$1&#$22
The negative forces of this world were banished!



(`,$y&01$(08$'8"$U-$.@+$'Y)#1$1&#$22
The positive forces joyfully raised the banner of victory!
(`,$y&01$(08$'8"$U-$.@+$'Y)#1$1&#$22
The positive forces joyfully raised the banner of victory!
J$�1$�"($38"$%&$0,$'�#1$1&#$22
Gods and nagas danced in celebration!
J$�1$�"($38"$%&$0,$'�#1$1&#$22
Gods and nagas danced in celebration!
n 8("$+1$(7#1$(-$B1$i1$e"$X'1$o.1$7$X)2
Now, in a slower tempo for the music and dance:
-0$051$R'1$*)+$(38$'486$y01$U22
Move your right hand into a hero’s skillful gesture!
051$c)+$:$0()#$2
Raise your open right hand up to the right.
�.$�.$+.$.r8"$r.1$-$0()#1$1&#$22
Lift it majestically up to the sky!
-0$05&+$S)1$,'$(38$.486$y0$U22
Move your left hand in a heroine’s wisdom gesture!
.kt1$.kt1$1$0<"8"$#&1$-$0O($1&#$22
Beautifully gesture towards the earth. 
-0$05&+$.kt1$3$'�,$<"#$d,$:$T'2
Beautifully extend your left hand down.
W#$3$051$05&+$X&#$="($>"#$I)22
Move your left and right legs to symbolize emptiness and compassion,
�).$�).$05&$'8"$%&$,$8K"01$1&#$22
Whirling, moving and dancing together.
f&0$%&$,1$8R'$(#$.=.$�)'2
Everyone dance together.
,4$Xm($(c)1$(9$0x$8�0$8�0$8K&122
Lift your chest up and down like a dragon
X&($8�0$�).2
Roll your torso back and forth.



W#$3$(.,$50$X0$0"$.*&#$X#122
Leap up like a tiger. 
W#$8()01$.*&#$*)+2 
Jump into the air in a high leap.
-0$3$�#$*)+$0S&0$38"$�"#$X'122
Wave your arms like the wings of the garuda. 
'�#$8()012
Spread and lift your arms.
.04$'4$1�#$0)$o.$38"$A$X#122
Hold your head and gaze like a lion.
y&01$b$'I"($3,$'A2
Look majestically.
L),$.$i1$-$*0$38"$�$[-22
Extraordinary guardians, remain in your bodies as an art!
r.1$0b.$Q"-$0+&+$%4$56$X'1$e"122
Subdue the entire world through the power of your dance!
."$8(&($(K$':($*.$-$T'$1&#$22
All unwanted negative forces are defeated!
8�'$�#$2
Dance with light, small steps.
."$8(&($(K$':($*.$-$T'$1&#$22
All unwanted negative forces are defeated!
8�'$*)+2 ()$+1$(-$B1$%&$K-$051$b$' &,$-2
Dance in sweeping, grand steps. Then, slowly transition the dance towards the right.
051$' &,$T&$s($(38$'486$(38$(,22
Circle to the right as a hero raising a victory banner.
05&+$' &,$.&$?($(38$.486$(38$�).122
Circle to the left as a heroine bringing gifts of victory.
%4$56$,&-$[)($()$,"#$#&.1$+22
We are showing the celebration of dance today!
(K$D$(c)1$38"$(B$8T#$'X&($N"#$22
The extraordinary guardians are pleased. 



L),$.$(08$'8"$#4$1m$.R&$'8"22
The extraordinary forces are delighted.
(08$X&+$%&$0,$g)+$8%)-$8("$5"122
From this wonderful dancing celebration,
U-$r.1$5&#1$-$'j$S"1$U1$S"#$22
The whole entire world becomes full of peace and harmony.
8(",$@l01$5&#1$-$(0)$-)01$8T)-$S&02
May everyone gathered here enjoy happiness and wellbeing!
y&01$-1$o.$3,$U-$'8"$g)+$8%)-22
May ideal circumstances prove victorious in every direction
()$,"#$¡+$c"1$8K"01$3,$S&0$N"02
And be naturally complete in this very moment!
E$O)$H&2 E$O)$H&2
Ah te ho! Ah te ho!
<)1$8�'$-$U$,&-$'Y012
Dance and play music!
()$+1$(38$�).1$P#$',$78&22
Then make offerings.
%4$-�G$@+$0b.$38&2
The third chapter is complete.

n ()$+1$'j$S"1$�1$�$@l0122
Next, hold auspicious symbols. 
R&01$-$(-$B,$'0$T)'1$S"#$22
Move comfortably and slowly,
5"($8&#$@¢.$38"$|-$c"1$b22
With a beautiful smile,
'j$S"1$(7#1$>+$D#$',$722
Sing with all best wishes!
H&2 [$0b.$�+$8:1$1)#$*)+$U-$3&22
Ho! The embodiment of the male and female enlightened ones, and all spiritual 
masters, King Gesar,
.*&0$0b.$'j$S"1$>+$38"$+&,$B22
Jewel of abundance for the Buddha, Dharma and Sangha!



;$I)$(&+$_'$L),$.$(`,$3&22
Great Accomplished One Werma Karpo!
'j$S"1$'()$-)01$�+$b.$@l01$.kl(22
May all best wishes be complete and spread everywhere!

E)$.$H&2 E)$.$H&2
Emaho! Emaho!

;$5"$'j$S"1$5"($8&#$7"+$*0122
Physical auspiciousness blesses us with charisma.
+($.)($'()$�"($8T)-$'8"$,#$'<"+2
Without sickness, we enjoy comfort and wellbeing.
."$�'$U-$.@+$A$B8"$'j$S"12
May the wondrous and never-ending victory banner
8(",$@l01$5&#1$-$8kl.1$3,$S&0$N"02
Bring complete perfection to everyone here!

E)$.$H&2 E)$.$H&2
Emaho! Emaho!

0b#$0"$'j$S"1$(08$�"($C$(7#122
Verbal auspiciousness blesses us with joyful singing.
>+$K01$1$X)#$Z'$3,$Y&01$32
Renowned throughout the world,
800$.)($:#$Y$A$B8"$'j$S"122
May a continuous and powerful voice and all magnificent sounds
8(",$@l01$5&#1$-$8kl.1$3,$S&0$N"02
Bring complete perfection to everyone here!

E)$.$H&2 E)$.$H&2
Emaho! Emaho!



d01$e"$'j$S"1$*&1$e"$<"#$122
The auspiciousness of enlightened mind blesses us with a home for Dharma that is
'()$X&#$01-$8',$'0$P&$¡+$*0122
Luminous bliss-emptiness, joyful, comfortable and grounded.
."$8?,$+.$.r8$A$B8"$'j$S"122
May the unchanging sky-like wondrousness
8(",$@l01$5&#1$-$8kl.1$3,$S&0$N"02
Bring complete perfection to everyone here!

E)$.$H&2 E)$.$H&2
Emaho! Emaho!

5&+$O+$'j$S"1$(0&1$8(&($�+$8£#$22
The auspiciousness of positive qualities is the source of all that one could wish for
*&1$V"($�+$@l01$'X+$3$(,$U122
To fully expand dharma and quality of life. 
'1.$8T)-$+&,$B$A$B8"$'j$S"122
These wonders, like a precious jewel, 
8(",$@l01$5&#1$-$8kl.1$3,$S&0$N"0
Bring complete perfection to everyone here!

E)$.$H&2 E)$.$H&2
Emaho! Emaho!

h"+$-1$'j$S"1$.d$X&'1$(3-$8',22
The auspiciousness of all enlightened missions is powerful and dignified,
y&01$-1$o.$U-$(B$8T#$.R&$'8"22
Victorious in all directions, and reaches the highest peak.
(9#$-$="$\$A$B8"$'j$S"122
Like the wondrous sun and moon shining from the sky,
8(",$@l01$5&#1$-$8kl.1$3,$S&0$N"02



Bring complete perfection to everyone here!

E)$.$H&2 E)$.$H&2
Emaho! Emaho!

0+1$8("$.r8$�&($.R&#$'$�+$v&+22
This place is the pure land of King Gesar’s paradise.
8(",$@l01$(38$d-$u#1$v+$,"0$8k¢+22
Everyone gathered here is Gesar’s wisdom holder, a retinue of heroes and dakinis.
."$8%-$@l.$B$0N"0$¤$@l01$+122
Never separated, united as one,
'()$*)+$8_'$38"$'j$S"1$S&0$N"02
May everyone reach the accomplishment of great bliss!

E)$.$H&2 E)$.$H&2
Emaho! Emaho!

%4$-�G$@+$'<"$'8&22
The fourth chapter is complete.

%4$56$(08$X&+$8(",$8%)-$',22
Dance and celebrate in this way. 
A($.&$o.$3$�$@l01$722
Perform all celebrations. 
8:1$3$o.1$e"1$1)#$*)+$I)22
Everyone gather here 
P+$31$01&-$8()'1$(7#1$>+$'Y0122
And remember Gesar’s prayers and songs!
()1$+"$0+1$ '1$(08$'$(#$22
Through this kind of dance and song,
x+$:$*&1$V"($-)01$@l01$8T)-22
Happiness and wellbeing temporarily increase.
g)+$8%)-$'Q#$3486${&$8T,$(7)22
Ultimately, dharma and and quality of life flourish,



'j$S"1$(&+$_'$y&01$-1$U-2
All goals are completed wonderfully and victory hails in all directions!
1$.$52 <)1$38#$'1)$¥$8&($�+$(`,$3&1$(0&1$3$Z($3,$N+$c"1$y",$%"1$3$.¦$-§2
Samaya! This was written by Mipham Seru Oden Karpo, who saw a special need. May all best 
wishes be accomplished!


